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Legal aid agency is legal aid program given to lighten the life burden for disadvantage people and to create the justice and legal protection of the public. Legal aid has a very important role. Not only to the defendant, but also to the interests of justice seeker. Generally, legal aid given based on a noble goal, which is to help the defendant in expediting the proceeding both inside and outside of court. In the case of children not be separated from the purpose of safeguarding of child rights when is charged accused of committing a crime. The role of a lawyer / legal adviser is very necessary regarding many violations of children rights or treatment that is not appropriate for the child in running the court proceeding. The problems in this research were how was the role of Bandar Lampung legal aid agency in striving the law’s interest in children court proceedings and what were the inhibiting factor of role of Bandar Lampung legal aid agency in striving the law’s interest in children court proceedings.

The approach of the problem used were normative and empirical approach. The source and type of data used were primary and secondary data. The analysis used was qualitative analysis, then concluded inductively.

Based on the results and discussion of the research about the role of Bandar Lampung Legal Aid agency in striving the law’s interest in children case, the role of LBH Bandar Lampung could be categorized as factual role that could be seen from the form of legal assistance in Litigation and Non Litigation. The factual role was a role that based on the fact concretely in the field or social life in real term, then the inhibiting factors of Bandar Lampung Legal aid agency role in the children under the age case, the most dominant was the unbalanced law enforcement as any coercion element in criminal offense process and far from the best interest of children in faced the law.
The advice given were legal aid agency of Bandar Lampung should be stronger in striving the law’s interests in order to achieve the ideal role that conducted in accordance to the position in a system or normative role, and the law enforcement should be made an integral approach in the enforcement of criminal law, Approach that emphasizes to crime prevention through comprehensive measures. So need the crime prevention process through value and policy approach.
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